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Abstract:
Background:
On June 16, 2019 Coalition Avenir de Québec (CAQ) passed Bill 21, a controversial bill which has impacted
Canadians from different cultures and religions. This polarizing bill prohibits the wearing any form of religious
articles for workers in the Quebec provincial sector. The law impacts teachers, judges, police officers, prison
guards, receptionists, administrative assistants and others. While the bill claims to treat all religious symbols
equally, those with distinctive items of dress, for example, Muslim women wearing hijabs, Sikh men and
women wearing turbans create obvious targets and are impacted due to the xenophobic nature of the bill.

Objective:
With the recent rise in xenophobic behavior across Canada and the West, Think For Actions conducted a
study regarding Bill 21 interviewing Calgarians who identified with religious organizations. The study included
responses from Indigenous peoples, Muslims, Sikhs, etc. The focus was the recent passing of Bill 21, and their
opinions on perceived attitudes of intolerance in the community, perceptions of common stereotypes and
the Bill’s impact on communities.

Methodology:
The date collection and analysis of focus groups was performed over 9 weeks. Data was collected in different
minority communities throughout Calgary. Participants were given the opportunity to volunteer for the
research study. The main method of data collection was through semi-structured interviews held in focus
groups in different religious institutions and cultural/community centers in Calgary. Focus groups consisted
mainly of people of minority backgrounds. Audio was recorded for transcriptions and usage of data.
Pseudonyms were used so that the identity of participants remained completely anonymous. Qualitative
analysis was performed by thematically coding.

Results:
Several themes were identified:
• Respondents were appalled that legislation of this type could exist in Canada.
• Questions were raised as to the definition of symbols: what was constituted as religious?
• Alarm was raised as to the implications for Quebec residents to have to lose their jobs or leave Quebec.
• Many respondents labeled the bill as racist.
• Respondents related to racism and Black Lives Matter struggles in the USA.
• There were hopes and dire predictions of strong hope to defeat the bill to protect the basic right to
practice religion in Quebec.

Conclusion:
The focus groups generated a unanimous response to the bill as individuals from each group agreed that this
bill was divisive and stimulated hate in communities. The majority of the participants in this study indicated
their lack of support towards Bill 21 and a general rejection of the Bill. Participants described the bill as
“hateful” and one which “targets minority religions”. Participants identified religion as a form of one’s
expression, that associating oneself with religion assists wellbeing. General uncertainty of what qualifies as
a religious symbol was common among all focus groups. Summarizing the bill, there were hopes to defeat
the Bill to protect Quebec residents’ basic rights to practice their religion.
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Research Proposal
Background and Rationale
With 1 in 5 Canadians foreign-born, Canada stands as one of the most diverse countries on the globe
Having people from various faiths and nationalities allows Canada to create a unique cultural mosaic.
However, with great diversity lies challenges, including discrimination against minority groups.
On June 16, 2019 Coalition Avenir de Québec (CAQ) passed Bill 21, a bill that is controversial and can
impact Canadians from different cultures and religions. This polarizing bill prohibits the wearing of any form
of religious articles for workers in the public sectors of the provinces. This law affects many including
teachers, judges, police officers, prison guards, office workers and administrators and others. While the Bill
claims to treat all religious symbols equally, Muslim women wearing hijabs, Sikh men and women wearing
turbans are examples of those who can be impacted the most due to the xenophobic nature of the bill.
With the recent rise in xenophobic behaviors across Canada and the West, Think For Actions
conducted a study looking at the perceptions of xenophobic behaviors which appear targeted towards
minorities. Indigenous peoples, Muslims, Sikhs, etc. were included in the minority groups as the study
obtained their overall thoughts about the recent passing of the Bill, attitudes towards the levels of
intolerance in communities, and perceptions of common stereotypes and impact.

Research Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is hate and racism perceived by minorities within Bill 21?
Can this be the genesis of hatred towards minorities?
What are some common perceptions against certain minority communities?
What are some preconceived notions against their own communities?
What are some commonly held stereotypes for their own communities?
Has the level of intolerance and racism against their communities been increasing or decreasing?
What are their opinions on Bill 21?
How can Bill 21 affect their own community?
Do they support Bill 21?
Does Bill 21 reflect their values or Canadian Values?
How should Canadians react to Bill 21?

Research Methodology
Focus Groups:
Data was collected at different sites throughout Calgary. Participants had the opportunity to
volunteer in the research study. The main method of data collection was semi-structured interviews held in
focus groups in different religious institutions and cultural/community centers in Calgary. Focus groups
consisted of people of various minority and religious backgrounds. Audio was recorded for transcriptions and
usage of data. Only Pseudonyms ‘P'' were used such that the identity of the participants remain completely
anonymous.
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Qualitative Analysis:
After data collection was completed, the information obtained from focus groups was thematically
coded by researchers for a qualitative analysis and summary texts.
Researchers at TFA have written scientific literature for dissemination and publication of data. This
data pointed out communal perceptions from the point of view from the people who could be most impacted
by Bill 21. The data also provided a clearer picture of future steps and recommendations towards reducing
discriminatory behaviours in the Canadian society.

Plan and Time Schedule
This research study spanned across nine weeks. The first four weeks were spent collecting data
from various locations through focus group interviews in different religious institutions and
community/cultural centers. The last five weeks were spent analyzing collected data and writing literature
based on collected data.

Implications of Research:
From this project, we plan to have multiple scientific publications, presentations and talks based on
the collected data. Through this research we have been able to disseminate our findings to policy makers
and stakeholders, such that changes (policy changes/attitudes) can be made in the future to reduce
discriminatory behaviours in Canada. Information is and will continue to be used to educate the public about
the implications of Bill 21 as well. Through knowledge dissemination, this research project provides
Canadians to view society through the lens of minority and marginalized populations of Canada. It also
presents a solidarity between Calgarians and residents of Quebec.

Funding:
This project was funded by Think For Actions (TFA), Canadian Muslim Research Think Tank (CMRTT)
and Calgarians Against Racism Violence and Hate (CARVH) through a budget of $21,000.

Focus Groups
Five Focus groups were conducted over a four-week period. Each focus group involved between four
and six individuals above the age of 18. Each participant was given a short background information passage
to familiarize them with the Bill 21 of interest (See Appendix 1). Upon reading the background information
they were asked if they understood its contents or if they would like more information about Bill 21.

Background Presented:
With 1 in 5 Canadians being foreign-born, Canada stands its ground as one of the most diverse places
on the planet. Having people from all different faiths and nationalities allow Canada to create a unique
cultural mosaic. However, with great diversity lies challenges such as discrimination against minority groups.
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On June 16, 2019 Coalition Avenir de Québec (CAQ) passed Bill 21, a bill that is controversial and could
impact Canadians from all different cultures and religions. This bill prohibits the wearing any form of religious
articles for workers in the public sectors of the provinces. This law impacts many including teachers, judges,
police officers, prison guards and others. While the bill claims to treat all religious symbols to be equal,
Muslim women wearing hijabs, Sikh men and women wearing turbans may be impacted the most due to the
xenophobic nature of the bill.
Discussion Questions
A series of guiding questions were used to stimulate discussion and individuals were asked to
answer the questions presented:
Not all questions were asked explicitly if they were otherwise answered by individuals in the focus
group. The discussion was recorded and transcribed using the otter.ai transcription software for future
analysis.
Initiating questions:
• What are your opinions on Bill 21?
• How will Bill 21 affect your community?
• How should we react to Bill 21?
Major Questions:
• What are some common perceptions/stereotypes against your community?
• Has the level of intolerance and racism against your communities been increasing or decreasing?
• How is hate and racism perceived by minorities?
• Do you think this produces hatred towards minorities?
Ending Questions:
• Do you support Bill 21?
• Does Bill 21 reflect your values or Canadian Values?
Follow Up using one of two questions:
• Do you feel comfortable telling me more?
• Would you like to elaborate on that?
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Results:
In a research study questioning churches, temples, mosques, and synagogues in the Calgary area,
researchers from Think for Actions surveyed members of different Calgary religious organizations. The point
of the study was to ascertain opinions about Bill 21 and the government of Quebec banning residents of
Quebec from wearing any religious symbols and clothing while working for the Province. Questions were
aimed at members of a variety of religious groups. Most remarkable was the similarity of responses from
people of all ages, ethnic backgrounds, and religious orientations. The interviews are particularly timely given
the current hearings on Bill 21 in Quebec. A sampling of comments displays a solidarity of Calgarians with all
who practice a religion and/or wear symbols or garments reflective of their religion.

Respondents were appalled that legislation of this type could exist in Canada:
In addition to not serving the purpose of secularism is also the fact that this bill is institutionalizing racism and giving a legitimate
means for the government to impose a certain bill. This is absolutely hurting Quebecois society and Canadians as a whole.
The government of Quebec is banning Canadians working in those professions from wearing religious symbols such as crosses,
hijabs, turbans and yarmulkes. This is not Canadian.
I am upset to hear that they will have obstacles in between their career and themselves and their religion. I don't think people
should be choosing religion over career or career over religion. I think this is a basic Canadian human right, to practice my religion
and have a work that I desire.
In Canada, we have the freedom to believe in who we want, like if it's God, Allah, whoever we believe in, that we are allowed to do
that and with having this bill, it's, it's like, our freedom is being taken away. So instead of moving forward in our world, we seem
now that we're moving backwards.

Questions were raised as to the definition of symbols, what could or could not be religious.
What is a religious symbol? Could it be a LBGTQ flag? Could it be a cross? Could it be a sign of a dove, like the breadth of what a
religious symbol is, is very large.
I always think of symbols for example, the veil or the hijab, or the cap that Jewish men wear; thinking of smudging ceremonies,
broad symbols that function for people who adhere to Wiccan or different spiritual practices or healing. I think it would just affect
a lot of people would make them feel uncomfortable and unaccepted, it would shut down a whole area of expression. I can't see
how you makes you make differentiation of all these matters

Alarm was raised as to the implications for Quebec residents to have to lose their jobs or leave
Quebec:
To find jobs elsewhere and move families and feel like having to choose between your faith and your job is something that only the
individual should choose and not the government.
I am upset to hear that they will have obstacles in between their career and themselves and their religion. I don't think people
should be choosing religion over career or career over religion. I think this is a basic human right, to practice my religion and have
a work that I desire.
This kind of racism and intolerance, it makes you choose between your identity and between your career.

Many respondents labeled the bill as racist:
This bill is actually is being racist, its targeting people who belong to ethnic minorities.
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When I first heard about this bill, I was, of course, devastated. I think this is an openly racist act against multiculturalism. It is an
intolerance against multiculturalism and it is against religion: a racist act against religion. Canada is internationally known for its
diversity and multiculturalism and tolerance towards all, but this bill really shattered all those images and opinions of Canada. I
think it is very unfortunate that they have decided to follow this path. I don't know if it will come to Alberta, but I think my safety
will also be jeopardized if I do wear a hijab, which will be limiting my freedom of religion as well.
It makes your life in like unlovable and intolerable, it makes you feel valueless, and it makes you feel unwanted. And it definitely
affects us on personal, psychological, emotional level, it does.

Respondents related to racism and Black Lives Matter struggles in the USA:
Having lived in the States and coming from Ontario, white nationalism absolutely exists I remember in the last US election, the
propaganda posters that Trump had created, he had confused Sikhs and Muslims and Yuvraj said we shouldn't be saying, "Oh,
that's not us" because by saying that we're putting down our Muslim brothers and sisters. Rather, we should approach it in a way
that differentiates us but at the same time lifts us up.
I will I want to compare to back to 10 years, I would say the level of intolerance and respect towards the minority has increased.
I think the bill is racist, Islamophobia, and anti-Semitic.
I think it will produce hatred.

Summarizing the bill, there were hopes and there were dire predictions, all questioned had strong
opinions:
I definitely against this bill, and hopefully the other provinces will come together to stand against.
I'm very saddened that this has been passed in an era where we want to have more tolerance for each other
All of a sudden now we are attempting to restrict religious freedom. Because when you restrict people's ability to express their faith,
you're restricting their ability to live their faith, as they see it, and the important aspects of living their faith.
This bill is unconstitutional. The Quebec government is forcing their politics on all Quebeckers by forcing people to dress contrary
to their own private beliefs. This law discriminates against people currently working in the public sector, and the youth who aspire
to those careers. These people are being mistreated by their provincial government, so the government of Quebec is in court. This
law harms immigrant and racialized communities in particular.
I fundamentally object to government defining what it is that my freedoms are or are not.
Will the Province of Quebec remove all the crosses in the French schools? Will they take all the saint names off the schools? Are
nuns going to stop wearing habits and crosses? Orthodox priests wearing long black robes and crosses, beards? What about the
Jewish community, will the men cease wearing prayer shawls under their shirts and hats?
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Discussion:
By asking questions that pertain to Bill 21 directly we were able to extract thoughts and immediate
feelings regarding the Bill from those who are impacted directly. Faith is a form of thought that many
individuals use to govern their way of life and by challenging an individual’s right to access a portion of their
identity creates not only a physical barrier, but an internal psychological crisis as well. It is commonly felt that
Bill 21 contradicts Canada’s reputation as a country that allows and respects the unique practices of every
individual. Having religious symbols banned by Bill 21 in the public sector is a significant infringement on
human rights instigating harm to public interaction and dynamics. As Canadians the acknowledgement that
we all stand on foreign land belonging solely to Indigenous peoples is vital to comprehending that we should
not be permitted to attempt to diminish cultures within society. This study strongly exemplifies the
recommendation to repeal the Bill 21. The bill becomes problematic ultimately forcing those working in the
public sector being threatened in their day to day lives, as wearing a turban, a kippah or the hijab is part of
what allows them to be comfortable in public. Individuals in a country that expresses and portrays itself to
welcome difference should not impose restrictions that lead to individuals choosing between their careers
and their personal religious identification. The Bill, as previously stated, should be repealed to allow all to be
welcome. If Canada is a democracy, which claims fair governance and acknowledging all peoples, collective
voices should be heard.

Conclusion:
The focus groups generated a unanimous response to the Bill; individuals from all groups agreed that
this bill was divisive and created room to stimulate hate in communities. The majority of the participants in
this study indicated their lack of support towards Bill 21 and rejected Bill 21. Ultimately, the focus groups
described the bill as “hateful” and perceived it to be “target[ting] minority religions”. The groups identified
religion as a form of expression and that being able to associate oneself with religion can aid an individual’s
wellbeing. General uncertainty of what qualifies as a religious symbol was common among all focus groups.
Summarizing the bill, there were hopes and there were dire predictions of strong hope to defeat the bill to
protect a basic right: the right to practice religion. This study makes it evident of the discomfort many feel in
Canada when not being permitted to access their faith, and the very blatant discriminative attitude that the
legislation of Bill 21 displays. All participants agreed that Bill 21 does not reflect what Canada stands for.
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STANDARD CONSENT FORM -FOCUS GROUPS
TITLE: Calgarians’ Perceptions of Discrimination Amongst Minorities in Canada Following the Inception of
Bill 21
SPONSOR: Canadian Muslim Research Think Tank, Think For Actions, Calgarians Against Racism, Violence and
Hate, Muslim Council of Calgary, and Interfaith and Community Approach Resisting and Eliminating Hate,
Racism and Violence
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Mukarram Ali Zaidi MBBS, CUS, MSc, MD, CPHRM, MCFP. PPP
Clinical Assistant Professor
Department of Family Medicine, Cumming School of Medicine, University of Calgary
Medical Director and Family Practice - Signature Medical Centre
513-1851 Sirocco Dr. SW Calgary, AB T3H 4R5, Phone: 403-454-7550, Fax: 403-452-2171
Medical Staff
AMICA at Aspen Woods - Assisted Living, 10 Aspenshire Drive SW, Calgary, Alberta, T3H 0T2
Chairman & Founder - Think for Actions
BACKGROUND:
With 1 in 5 Canadians being foreign-born, Canada stands its ground as one of the most diverse
places on the planet. Having people from all different faiths and nationalities allow Canada to create a
unique cultural mosaic. However, with great diversity lies challenges such as discrimination against minority
groups.
On June 16, 2019 Coalition Avenir de Québec (CAQ) passed Bill 21, a bill that has been extremely
controversial and impacts Canadians from all different cultures and religions. This polarizing bill prohibits
wearing any form of religious articles for workers in the public sectors of the provinces. This law impacts
many including teachers, judges, police officers, prison guards and others. While the bill claims to treat all
religious symbols to be equal, Muslim women wearing hijabs, Sikh men and women wearing turbans will be
impacted the most due to the xenophobic nature of the bill.
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?
With the recent rise in xenophobic behaviours across Canada and the west, Think For Actions would
like to study the perceptions of xenophobic behaviours targeted towards minorities (Aboriginal people,
Muslims, Sikhs, etc.) and their overall thoughts about the recent passing of the bill, attitudes towards the
levels of intolerance in the community, Perceptions of common stereotypes and its impact to the
community.
WHAT WOULD I BE ASKED TO DO?
This project is being done by researchers from Think For Actions. You will be asked to participate in a
focus group/ one-on-one interviews with researchers from the team. During these focus groups you will be
asked questions about your attitudes and feelings towards the passing of Bill 21, your perceptions of
discrimination against your community, perceptions of common stereotypes against your community and
overall thoughts on the Bill.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
This study has been identified by the research team as having very few risks which are no greater than
what you may experience in day to day life. You might find that talking about your experiences may make
you have sad or uncomfortable thoughts and feelings. During the interview, you do not have to talk about
anything that you do not want to. All information we get from your interview will remain confidential (we
will not share who you are). Your participation is completely voluntary and may be stopped at any time.
WILL I BENEFIT IF I TAKE PART?
There are no direct benefits if you are interviewed by the research team. However, this study gives
you the chance to share your stories, experiences and insights with the research team. Telling your story
helps researchers better understand the perspectives of minority groups on the Bill and disseminate this
information to policy makers and stakeholders such that changes (policy changes/attitudes) can be made in
the future to reduce discriminatory behaviours in Canada.
DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE?
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. In order to be eligible to participate, all participants
must be over the age of eighteen at the time of research. You may decline to participate altogether, decline
to participate in a part of the study, decline to answer any or all questions, and withdraw from the study at
any time without penalty. At that point, the information you shared would be destroyed. If data analysis has
already started, the information you have shared will not be able to be destroyed as it will not have your
identity attached anymore.
WHAT ELSE DOES MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?
A researcher might ask you to do a follow-up interview talk about things brought up in your first
interview. You can say no to a second interview if you do not want to do this.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING, OR DO I HAVE TO PAY FOR ANYTHING?
Participation in this research study is voluntary. After you finish your interview, the research team
would like to thank you for your time with a small thank you card.
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE INFORMATION I PROVIDE?
The information that you give us for this study will be analyzed by the researchers, and the results
may be shared in academic publications, used to inform other research studies, and may be used to make
changes to policies in Canada. Your real name will not be used in our research, and a pseudonym (made-up
name) will be used.
WILL MY RECORDS BE KEPT PRIVATE?
Your privacy will be respected at all times. No information about who you are will be given to anyone
or be published, and confidentiality will be enforced. Data collected during your time in this research study
will remove your identity, when the research team initiates data analysis (after it is transcribed/written
down). This means that all personal details will be taken off of the information that you provide, except on
this consent form. These forms will be kept separately in a locked filing cabinet at Think For Actions.
All transcripts from interviews and focus groups will be saved in a password protected file on a
computer. Only the research team will have access to these documents. Your name will not be written on
these documents; instead, it will be replaced with a number or a pseudonym (fake name).
SIGNATURES
Your signature on this form tells the researchers that you have understood the information about
your participation in the research project and that you agree to participate as a participant. In no way does
this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators or involved institutions from their legal and
professional responsibilities. You are free to leave the study at any time without risking your education or
access to services.
Participant’s Name: (please print) __________________________________________________
Participant’s Signature: ________________________________________ Date: _____________
Researcher’s Name: (please print) __________________________________________________
Researcher’s Signature: ________________________________________ Date: _____________
If you have any questions or want clarification related to this research, please contact:
Dr. Mukarram Ali Zaidi,
Mashrur Kazi (mrkazi@edu.uwaterloo.ca and 647-909-4776) or
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STUDY INFORMATION FOR FOCUS GROUPS
TITLE: Calgarians’ Perceptions of Discrimination Amongst Minorities in Canada Following the Inception Bill
21
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?
With the recent rise in xenophobic behaviours across Canada and the west, Think For Actions would
like to study the perceptions of xenophobic behaviours targeted towards minorities (Aboriginal people,
Muslims, Sikhs, etc.) and their overall thoughts about the recent passing of the bill, attitudes towards the
levels of intolerance in the community, Perceptions of common stereotypes and its impact to the community.
WHAT WOULD I BE ASKED TO DO?
This project is being done by researchers from Think For Actions. You will be asked to participate in a
focus group/ one-on-one interviews with researchers from the team. During these focus groups you will be
asked questions about your attitudes and feelings towards the passing of Bill 21, your perceptions of
discrimination against your community, perceptions of common stereotypes against your community and
overall thoughts on the Bill.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
This study has been identified by the research team as having very few risks which are no greater than
what you may experience in day to day life. You might find that talking about your experiences may make
you have sad or uncomfortable thoughts and feelings. During the interview, you do not have to talk about
anything that you do not want to. All information we get from your interview will remain confidential (we
will not share who you are). Your participation is completely voluntary and may be stopped at any time.
WILL I BENEFIT IF I TAKE PART?
There are no direct benefits if you are interviewed by the research team. However, this study gives
you the chance to share your stories, experiences and insights with the research team. Telling your story
helps researchers better understand the perspectives of minority groups on the Bill and disseminate this
information to policy makers and stakeholders such that changes (policy changes/attitudes) can be made in
the future to reduce discriminatory behaviours in Canada.
DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE?
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. In order to be eligible to participate, all participants
must be over the age of eighteen at the time of research. You may decline to participate altogether, decline
to participate in a part of the study, decline to answer any or all questions, and withdraw from the study at
any time without penalty. At that point, the information you shared would be destroyed. If data analysis has
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already started, the information you have shared will not be able to be destroyed as it will not have your
identity attached anymore.
WHAT ELSE DOES MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?
A researcher might ask you to do a follow-up interview talk about things brought up in your first
interview. You can say no to a second interview if you do not want to do this.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING, OR DO I HAVE TO PAY FOR ANYTHING?
Participation in this research study is voluntary. After you finish your interview, the research team
would like to thank you for your time with a small thank you card.
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE INFORMATION I PROVIDE?
The information that you give us for this study will be analyzed by the researchers, and the results
may be shared in academic publications, used to inform other research studies, and may be used to make
changes to policies in Canada. Your real name will not be used in our research, and a pseudonym (made-up
name) will be used.
WILL MY RECORDS BE KEPT PRIVATE?
Your privacy will be respected at all times. No information about who you are will be given to anyone
or be published, and confidentiality will be enforced. Data collected during your time in this research study
will remove your identity, when the research team initiates data analysis (after it is transcribed/written
down). This means that all personal details will be taken off of the information that you provide, except on
this consent form. These forms will be kept separately in a locked filing cabinet at Think For Actions.
All transcripts from interviews and focus groups will be saved in a password protected file on a
computer. Only the research team will have access to these documents. Your name will not be written on
these documents; instead, it will be replaced with a number or a pseudonym (fake name).
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Appendix 1: Explanatory Notes on Quebec Bill 21

FIRST SESSION

FORTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE

Bill 21
An Act respecting the laicity of the State

Introduction Introduced by
Mr. Simon Jolin-Barrette
Minister of Immigration, Diversity and Inclusiveness

Québec Official Publisher 2019
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The purpose of this bill is to affirm the laicity of the State and to set out the requirements
that follow from it.
To that end, the bill provides that the laicity of the State is based on four principles: the
separation of State and religions, the religious neutrality of the State, the equality of all
citizens, and freedom of conscience and freedom of religion. Parliamentary, government
and judicial institutions are bound to adhere to these principles in pursuing their missions.
However, with respect to judges of the Court of Québec, the Human Rights Tribunal, the
Professions Tribunal and the municipal courts, as well as presiding justices of the peace,
responsibility for establishing rules translating the requirements of State laicity and for
ensuring their implementation is assigned to the Conseil de la magistrature.
The bill proposes to prohibit certain persons from wearing religious symbols while
exercising their functions. However, the prohibition does not apply to certain persons holding
positions at the time the bill is introduced, subject to the conditions specified by the bill.
Under the bill, personnel members of a body must exercise their functions with their face
uncovered, and persons who present themselves to receive a service from such a personnel
member must have their face uncovered when doing so is necessary to allow their identity to
be verified or for security reasons. Persons who fail to comply with that obligation may not
receive the service. However, those obligations do not apply to persons whose face is covered
for reasons of health or a handicap, or because of the requirements tied to their functions or
to the performance of certain tasks.
In addition, the bill amends the Charter of human rights and freedoms to specify that
persons must maintain proper regard for State laicity in exercising their fundamental freedoms
and rights.
The bill’s provisions prevail over those of any subsequent Act, unless expressly stated
otherwise. The bill may not be interpreted as affecting the emblematic or toponymic elements
of Québec’s cultural heritage that testify to its history.
The bill has effect despite certain provisions of the Charter of human rights and freedoms
and the Constitution Act, 1982.
Lastly, the bill contains consequential amendments and various interpretative,
transitional and final provisions.
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